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Case Studies in Neurological Pain

2012-11-22

pain is one of the most common symptoms of neurological disease and its appropriate management is essential to the effective care of patients neurological disorders differ in their specific pain phenotype
mechanisms and therapy case studies in neurological pain addresses the specific pain issues treatment and pathophysiology in patients with a wide spectrum of neurological disease clinical case studies
have long been recognized as a useful adjunct to problem based learning and continuing professional development they emphasize the need for clinical reasoning integrative thinking problem solving
communication teamwork and self directed learning all desirable generic skills for health care professionals presenting real life cases covering conditions including diabetic and idiopathic
polyneuropathies focal neuropathies multiple sclerosis and headache disorders this book provides neurologists neurosurgeons pain clinic specialists and primary care physicians with an understanding of
problems encountered in neurological practice there are also chapters on mechanisms of neurological pain and new treatment guidelines

ALS Case Studies in Emergency Care

2004

written by leading practitioners in the medical field these case studies offer in depth explanations of scenarios encountered in the prehospital environment a consistent format helps readers understand the
discussions questions and the resolution for each case allowing them to gain exposure to the many different situations that will arise on the job key topics 51 cases are organized into 3 topic areas
medical emergencies trauma and surgical emergencies and special situations market an excellent reference and interesting reading for emergency medical technicians and paramedics

Palliative Care in Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis

2014

this volume provides an evidence based guide to the care of people with als mnd including the control of symptoms the psychosocial care of patients and their families and care in bereavement

Palliative Care in Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis

2014-03-20

amytrophic lateral sclerosis als or motor neurone disease is a progressive neurodegenerative disease that can cause profound suffering for both the patient and their family whilst new treatments for
als are being developed these are not curative and offer only the potential to slow its progression palliative care must therefore be integral to the clinical approach to the disease palliative care in
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis from diagnosis to bereavement reflects the wide scope of this care it must cover not just the terminal phase but support the patient and their family from the onset of the
disease both the multidisciplinary palliative care team and the neurology team are essential in providing a high standard of care and allowing quality of life both patient and carer to be maintained clear
guidelines are provided to address care throughout the disease process control of symptoms is covered alongside the psychosocial care of patients and their families case studies are used to emphasise
the complexity of the care needs and involvement of the patient and family culminating in discussion of bereavement different models of care are explored and this new edition utilizes the increase in both
the evidence base and available literature on the subject new topics discussed include complementary therapies personal and family experiences of als new genetics research and updated guidelines for
patient care to ensure this new edition remains the essential guide to palliative care in als



Neuromuscular Case Studies E-Book

2008-05-14

in this unique book dr bertorini guides you through more than 100 cases that demonstrate the diagnosis and management of a wide range of common and rare neuromuscular disorders no other reference
boasts such a large array of clinical studies devoted to all areas of this broad topic each case study reviews the etiologies pathogenesis differential diagnosis and management of a particular
disorder helping you not only recognize its presentation but also determine a diagnosis and the best treatment plans for your patients you ll also find expert guidance on the basic mechanisms of
neuromuscular disorders clinical examination and diagnostic tests including emg muscle biopsy genetic testing and more more than 100 detailed case studies explore both common and rare neuromuscular
disorders and the treatment protocols for each equipping you with the knowledge you need to confidently manage any challenge each case includes a summary of important points or highlights of the
study case studies are arranged either by complaint or by diagnosis so that you can successfully manage your patients with or without an initial diagnosis comprehensive coverage of emgs and nerve
conduction studies and other diagnostic tests including muscle and nerve biopsies and genetic testing helps you accurately diagnose nerve muscle and neuromuscular transmission disorders detailed
discussions of treatment plans and commonly used drugs enhance your management of autoimmune disorders painful neuropathy dysautonomia and other neuromuscular disorders a reader friendly format
takes you step by step through the diagnosis and treatment of neuromuscular disorders from the basic anatomy and physiology of the nerve and muscle through to clinical evaluation diagnostic
testing and therapy more than 350 high quality illustrations including full color patient photographs biopsies and emg tracings make complex concepts easier to understand and apply

A Brief History of Time

2011-05-04

1 new york times bestseller a landmark volume in science writing by one of the great minds of our time stephen hawking s book explores such profound questions as how did the universe begin and what
made its start possible does time always flow forward is the universe unending or are there boundaries are there other dimensions in space what will happen when it all ends told in language we all can
understand a brief history of time plunges into the exotic realms of black holes and quarks of antimatter and arrows of time of the big bang and a bigger god where the possibilities are wondrous and
unexpected with exciting images and profound imagination stephen hawking brings us closer to the ultimate secrets at the very heart of creation

Air Quality Guidelines

2006

this book presents revised guideline values for the four most common air pollutants particulate matter ozone nitrogen dioxide and sulfur dioxide based on a recent review of the accumulated scientific
evidence the rationale for selection of each guideline value is supported by a synthesis of information emerging from research on the health effects of each pollutant as a result these guidelines now
also apply globally they can be read in conjunction with air quality guidelines for europe 2nd edition which is still the authority on guideline values for all other air pollutants as well as revised
guideline values this book makes a brief yet comprehensive review of the issues affecting the application of the guidelines in risk assessment and policy development further it summarizes information on
pollution sources and levels in various parts of the world population exposure and characteristics affecting sensitivity to pollution methods for quantifying the health burden of air pollution and
the use of guidelines in developing air quality standards and other policy tools finally the special case of indoor air pollution is explored prepared by a large team of renowned international experts
who considered conditions in various parts of the globe these guidelines are applicable throughout the world they provide reliable guidance for policy makers everywhere when considering the various
options for air quality management



Learning Teleneurology Basics

2021-05-22

this book focuses on the basics of teleneurology and provides an outline of curriculum and practice with the help of clinical vignettes it fills the gap for a text that reflects the rapidly evolving
nature of the teleneurology field with specific attention paid to examining how this can be extended to patient treatment recent covid 19 pandemic rapidly revolutionized telemedicine technology and
reformed the practice of medicine this book will serve as an easy guide to physicians all over the world to adapt to changing needs of the health care system concise and comprehensive this 12 chapter
book covers a variety of neurological disorders and highlights specific aspects of teleneurology practice including medicolegal issues licensure standard of care ethical issues and future trends designed
to be a resource for students and residents as well as medical school faculty and practicing clinicians learning teleneurology basics will prepare the reader to deliver care remotely

Neuromuscular Disease

2013-03-07

a highly illustrated case based clinical guide for diagnosing and managing adult neuromuscular disease starting from the case history to mimic clinical practice

Biometals in Neurodegenerative Diseases

2017-04-28

biometals in neurodegenerative diseases mechanisms and therapeutics is an authoritative and timely resource bringing together the major findings in the field for ease of access to those working in the field
or with an interest in metals and their role in brain function disease and as therapeutic targets chapters cover metals in alzheimer s disease parkinson s disease motor neuron disease autism and lysosomal
storage disorders this book is written for academic researchers clinicians and advanced graduate students studying or treating patients in neurodegeneration neurochemistry neurology and
neurotoxicology the scientific literature in this field is advancing rapidly with approximately 300 publications per year adding to our knowledge of how biometals contribute to neurodegenerative
diseases despite this rapid increase in our understanding of biometals in brain disease the fields of biomedicine and neuroscience have often overlooked this information the need to bring the research on
biometals in neurodegeneration to the forefront of biomedical research is essential in order to understand neurodegenerative disease processes and develop effective therapeutics authoritative and timely
resource bringing together the major findings in the field for those with an interest in metals and their role in the brain function disease and as therapeutic targets written for academic researchers
clinicians and advanced graduate students studying or treating patients in neurodegeneration neurochemistry neurology and neurotoxicology edited by international leaders in the field who have
contributed greatly to the study of metals in neurodegenerative diseases

The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat

2021-09-14

in his most extraordinary book the bestselling author of awakenings and poet laureate of medicine the new york times recounts the case histories of patients inhabiting the compelling world of
neurological disorders from those who are no longer able to recognize common objects to those who gain extraordinary new skills featuring a new preface oliver sacks s the man who mistook his wife
for a hat tells the stories of individuals afflicted with perceptual and intellectual disorders patients who have lost their memories and with them the greater part of their pasts who are no longer able
to recognize people and common objects whose limbs seem alien to them who lack some skills yet are gifted with uncanny artistic or mathematical talents in dr sacks s splendid and sympathetic telling his
patients are deeply human and his tales are studies of struggles against incredible adversity a great healer sacks never loses sight of medicine s ultimate responsibility the suffering afflicted fighting



human subject

RNA Metabolism in Neurodegenerative Diseases

2018-06-18

it has become evident over the last years that abnormalities in rna processing play a fundamental part in the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative diseases cellular viability depends on proper regulation of
rna metabolism and subsequent protein synthesis which requires the interplay of many processes including transcription pre mrna splicing mrna editing as well as mrna stability transport and translation
dysfunction in any of these processes often caused by mutations in the coding and non coding rnas can be very destructive to the cellular environment and consequently impair neural viability the result
of this rna toxicity can lead to a toxic gain of function or a loss of function depending on the nature of the mutation for example in repeat expansion disorders such as the newly discovered
hexanucleotide repeat expansion in thec9orf72 gene found in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis als and frontotemporal dementia ftd a toxic gain of function leads to the formation of rna foci and the
sequestration of rna binding proteins rbps this in return leads to a loss of function of those rbps which is hypothesized to play a significant part in the disease progression of als and ftd other toxicities
arising from repeat expansions are the formation of rna foci bi directional transcription and production of repeat associated non atg ran translation products this book will touch upon most of these
disease mechanisms triggered by aberrant rna metabolism and will therefore provide a broad perspective of the role of rna processing and its dysfunction in a variety of neurodegenerative disorders
including als ftd alzheimer s disease huntington s disease spinal muscular atrophy myotonic dystrophy and ataxias the proposed authors are leading scientists in the field and are expected to not only
discuss their own work but to be inclusive of historic as well as late breaking discoveries the compiled chapters will therefore provide a unique collection of novel studies and hypotheses aimed to
describe the consequences of altered rna processing events and its newest molecular players and pathways

Forestry Applications of Airborne Laser Scanning

2014-04-08

airborne laser scanning als has emerged as one of the most promising remote sensing technologies to provide data for research and operational applications in a wide range of disciplines related to
management of forest ecosystems this book provides a comprehensive state of the art review of the research and application of als in a broad range of forest related disciplines especially forest
inventory and forest ecology however this book is more than just a collection of individual contributions it consists of a well composed blend of chapters dealing with fundamental methodological
issues and contributions reviewing and illustrating the use of als within various domains of application the reviews provide a comprehensive and unique overview of recent research and applications that
researchers students and practitioners in forest remote sensing and forest ecosystem assessment should consider as a useful reference text

Personal Trials

2016-08-31

als is fatal there is no cure there is only one approved treatment which extends the life span of als patients by an average of only three months but one group of patients took their treatments into
their own hands fighting not just for their lives but for a disease community that for years has struggled to be heard personal trials is the story of ben harris rob tison and eric valor who joined dozens
of other patients in meticulously researching experimental treatments and in dosing themselves with chemical substitutes all the while the patients tracked their results openly online charting thrilling
improvements and devastating physical decline hoping their experiences would enlighten others and advance als research facing a frustratingly slow and opaque biomedical research system they believed
their most important work was to share their data with the world as ben always said if it is done in secret it is done in vain



Neurology Case Studies

2006

the use of case studies is vital as an educational technique in medicine particularly to clinicians because it illustrates current medical methodology and values this issue includes case studies in all the
major subspecialties within neurology such as headache multiple sclerosis sleep dementia movement disorders neck and low back pain epilepsy cerebrovascular disease neuro ophthalmology syncope and
critical care

Clinical Case Studies in Physiotherapy E-Book

2008-10-09

starting a placement or rotation in an unfamiliar clinical area is exciting but can be daunting clinical case studies in physiotherapy provides invaluable advice and practical guidance on cases and
problems encountered on a daily basis allowing you to work with ease and confidence by adopting a problem solving approach to the cases through the use of questions and answers the authors will
help you to think constructively about each case within all the key specialities of physiotherapy starting a placement or rotation in an unfamiliar clinical area is exciting but can be daunting clinical
case studies in physiotherapy provides invaluable advice and practical guidance on cases and problems encountered on a daily basis allowing you to work with ease and confidence by adopting a problem
solving approach to the cases through the use of questions and answers the authors will help you to think constructively about each case within all the key specialities of physiotherapy hints and
tips to get you ready for clinical placement how to secure your first physiotherapy post case studies in the following clinical areas respiratory orthopaedics neurology musculoskeletal out patients
care of the elderly mental health and womens health cases covering paediatrics also included

Casebook on Human Dignity and Human Rights

2011

this volume provides comprehensive background for understanding amyotrophic lateral sclerosis als and a critical review of research it points out the distinguishing characteristics of the disease and
testing procedures for reliable diagnosis

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis

1998

every voice raised against racism chips away at its power we can t afford to stay silent this book is an attempt to speak the book that sparked a national conversation exploring everything from
eradicated black history to the inextricable link between class and race why i m no longer talking to white people about race is the essential handbook for anyone who wants to understand race
relations in britain today the no 1 sunday times bestseller winner of the british book awards non fiction narrative book of the year 2018 foyles non fiction book of the year blackwell s non fiction
book of the year winner of the jhalak prize longlisted for the baillie gifford prize for non fiction longlisted for the orwell prize shortlisted for a books are my bag readers award



Why I’m No Longer Talking to White People About Race

2020-11-12

the model rules of professional conduct provides an up to date resource for information on legal ethics federal state and local courts in all jurisdictions look to the rules for guidance in solving
lawyer malpractice cases disciplinary actions disqualification issues sanctions questions and much more in this volume black letter rules of professional conduct are followed by numbered comments
that explain each rule s purpose and provide suggestions for its practical application the rules will help you identify proper conduct in a variety of given situations review those instances where
discretionary action is possible and define the nature of the relationship between you and your clients colleagues and the courts

Model Rules of Professional Conduct

2007

i m a huge fan of alison green s ask a manager column this book is even better robert sutton author of the no asshole rule and the asshole survival guide ask a manager is the book i wish i d had in my desk
drawer when i was starting out or even let s be honest fifteen years in sarah knight new york times bestselling author of the life changing magic of not giving a f ck a witty practical guide to navigating
200 difficult professional conversations ten years as a workplace advice columnist has taught alison green that people avoid awkward conversations in the office because they don t know what to
say thankfully alison does in this incredibly helpful book she takes on the tough discussions you may need to have during your career you ll learn what to say when colleagues push their work on you
then take credit for it you accidentally trash talk someone in an email and hit reply all you re being micromanaged or not being managed at all your boss seems unhappy with your work you got too
drunk at the christmas party with sharp sage advice and candid letters from real life readers ask a manager will help you successfully navigate the stormy seas of office life

Ask a Manager

2018-05-01

look around your office turn on the tv incompetent leadership is everywhere and there s no denying that most of these leaders are men in this timely and provocative book tomas chamorro premuzic asks
two powerful questions why is it so easy for incompetent men to become leaders and why is it so hard for competent people especially competent women to advance marshaling decades of rigorous
research chamorro premuzic points out that although men make up a majority of leaders they underperform when compared with female leaders in fact most organizations equate leadership potential with
a handful of destructive personality traits like overconfidence and narcissism in other words these traits may help someone get selected for a leadership role but they backfire once the person has the job
when competent women and men who don t fit the stereotype are unfairly overlooked we all suffer the consequences the result is a deeply flawed system that rewards arrogance rather than humility
and loudness rather than wisdom there is a better way with clarity and verve chamorro premuzic shows us what it really takes to lead and how new systems and processes can help us put the right
people in charge

The Management of Motor Neurone Disease

1987

this volume constitutes the proceedings of the 8th international work conference on iwbbio 2020 held in granada spain in may 2020 the total of 73papers presented in the proceedings was carefully
reviewed and selected from 241 submissions the papers are organized in topical sections as follows biomarker identification biomedical engineering biomedical signal analysis bio nanotechnology
computational approaches for drug design and personalized medicine computational proteomics and protein protein interactions data mining from uv vis nir imaging and spectrophotometry e health



technology services and applications evolving towards digital twins in healthcare edith high performance in bioinformatics high throughput genomics bioinformatic tools and medical applications machine
learning in bioinformatics medical image processing simulation and visualization of biological systems

Why Do So Many Incompetent Men Become Leaders?

2019-02-19

this book contains selected peer reviewed chapters which cover updated information on als written by international researchers update on amyotrophic lateral sclerosis is comprised of 13 chapters
from some of the world s top central nervous system researchers and neurologists to provide a timely review of the most recent developments in als covering historic aspects experimental animal
models genetics pathogenesis clinical aspects and imagenology among others contributors from belgium france japan india italy mexico russia south africa and switzerland have collaborated
enthusiastically and efficiently dedicating their time to create this reader friendly yet comprehensive work which includes many explanatory figures tables and photos to enhance legibility and make the
book clinically useful we are looking forward with confidence and pride in the remarkable role that this book will play for a new vision and mission

Bioinformatics and Biomedical Engineering

2020-04-30

telemedicine and telehealth are changing the face of health care delivery and becoming a multi billion dollar industry dr darkins and dr cary share their knowledge and provide practical insights and advice
on making telemedicine programs into successful clinical services and a productive business the book gives background knowledge and useful tips on starting up and managing programs in an array of
settings most importantly the book is based on the recognition that patients are customers of health care and telemedicine companies developing new products vital to delivering care to rural or
inaccessible clients is vital to health care s future

Update on Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis

2016-09-14

eight case studies undertaken in australia entitled minding culture case studies on intellectual property and traditional cultural expressions were selected prepared researched and written by ms terri
janke an australian lawyer the studies have been incorported together in wipo grtkf study 2

Telemedicine and Telehealth

2000-03

this heavily illustrated must have practical guide aids medical specialists and trainees in the diagnosis of neurodegenerative diseases includes diagnostic algorithms

Minding Culture

2003



amyotrophic lateral sclerosis otherwise known as lou gehrig s disease is one of several degenerative diseases of the aging nervous system this text neatly synthesizes the recent explosion of research
into this particular condition to construct a detailed and comprehensive overview drs eisen and krieger bring their research expertise and extensive clinical experience to provide this practical and
thought provoking account chapters cover the epidemiology molecular biology and pathophysiology of als as well as issues pertinent to clinical assessment and care

Neuropathology of Neurodegenerative Diseases Book and Online

2014-12-04

motor neuron disease in adults reviews new information from 1998 as it applies to all aspects of motor neuron disease articles included use evidence based methods to ensure that the new information is
solid and advances the topic the book can be used by anyone who provides any type of care to als patients

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis

2006-12-14

annotation the bone and joint decade draws our attention with increased intensity to the problem of the changes related to aging of our musculoskeletal system and the associated socioeconomic
implications in view of the increasing age of the worldwide population the impact seems to be tremendous the editors of the aging spine pick up this interesting topic and engage opinion leaders to
contribute their knowledge in this supplement the various contributions cover most of the important problems which are included in the vast specter of aging spine osteoporosis spinal stenosis and
tumors of the spine the aging spine will be an everpresent issue in the life of a physician taking care of the different pathologies of the spine this text will help to better understand the nature of the
different changes in the spine of the elderly it contributes to enabling us to diagnose and to treat this complex problem in an appropriate way nbsp

Motor Neuron Disease in Adults

2014-10-28

only recently have we begun to appreciate the role of microbiome in health and disease environmental factors and change of life style including diet significantly shape human microbiome that in turn
appears to modify gut barrier function affecting nutrient electrolyte absorption and inflammation approaches that can reverse the gut dysbiosis represent as reasonable and novel strategies for
restoring the balance between host and microbes in the book we offer summary and discussion on the advances in understanding of pathophysiological mechanisms of microbial host interactions in human
diseases we will not only discuss intestinal bacterial community but also viruses fungi and oral microbiome microbiome studies will facilitate diagnosis functional studies drug development and
personalized medicine thus this book will further highlight the microbiome in the context of health and disease focusing on mechanistic concepts that underlie the complex relationships between host and
microbes

The Functioning of Social Systems as a Defence Against Anxiety

1970

this book address both the emotional and psychological issues associated with death and dying and the practical and medical realities typically dealt with at this time unusual among titles in this
subject area the authors a psychologist and medical doctor are passionate advocates for quality end of life care author feldman s background in positive psychology brings an emphasis on hope
inspiration meaning and human connection at the end of life to the book as medical technology progresses and life expectancies edge upward families are being faced with ever more complicated choices as



loved ones approach their final hours this book offers readers much needed guidance and support for making these often difficult decisions

The Aging Spine

2005-12-05

this book will change you chicago tribune white girls is about among other things blackness queerness movies brooklyn love and the loss of love aids fashion basquiat capote philosophy porn eminem
louise brooks and michael jackson freewheeling and dazzling tender and true it is one of the most daring and provocative books of recent years an invaluable guide to the culture of our time

Mechanisms Underlying Host-Microbiome Interactions in Pathophysiology of Human Diseases

2018-01-26

molecular and cellular therapies for motor neuron diseases discusses the basics of the diseases also covering advances in research and clinical trials the book provides a resource for students that
will help them learn the basics in a detailed manner that is required for scientists and clinicians users will find a comprehensive overview of the background of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis als lou
gehrig s disease and spinal muscular atrophy sma along with the current understanding of their genetics and mechanisms in addition the book details gene and cell therapies that have been developed and
their translation to clinical trials provides an overview of gene and cell therapies for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis als and other motor neuron diseases edited by a leading neurosurgeon and two
research scientists to promote synthesis between basic neuroscience and clinical relevance presents a great resource for researchers and practitioners in neuroscience neurology and gene and cell therapy

The End-of-Life Handbook

2008-01-01

the time has come to tell my als reversal story i have been silent long enough in 2006 i was diagnosed with als and given 18 months to get my affairs in order my physical condition deteriorated rapidly
until wheelchair bound i was only able to move my head and two fingers my story is one of heartache despair the wish to end my life and the supernatural gift of recovery this book chronicles my journey
and recovery as a rare als reversal i feel i am in a unique position to offer solace and the understanding that only comes from enduring this disease my reversal taught me to never give up hope

White Girls

2019-07-09

ground breaking everyone should read this book bessel van der kolk author of the body keeps the score when it comes to understanding the connection between our mental and physical health we should
be looking at the exceptions not the rules dr jeff rediger a world leading harvard psychiatrist has spent the last fifteen years studying thousands of individuals from around the world examining the
stories behind extraordinary cases of recovery from terminal illness observing the common denominators of people who have beaten the odds dr rediger reveals the immense power of our immune system and
unlocks the secrets of the mind body connection in cured he explains the vital role that nutrition plays in boosting our immunity and fighting off disease and he also outlines how stress trauma and
identity affect our physical health in analysing the remarkable science of recovery dr rediger reveals the power of our mind to heal our body and shows us the keys to good health in an era of incurable
chronic diseases causing 60 of all deaths worldwide this book provides one potential way out dr mark hyman author of the blood sugar solution seasoned with the author s penetrating insights about
healing clearly articulated science and illuminating case histories cured opens genuine vistas of transforming illness into health gabor mat� author of when the body says no



Molecular and Cellular Therapies for Motor Neuron Diseases

2017-01-18

nautilus book awards silver award winner 2010 had been a very good year for bruce h kramer but what began as a floppy foot and leg weakness led to a shattering diagnosis he had amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis als is a cruel unrelenting neurodegenerative disease in which the body s muscles slowly weaken including those used to move swallow talk and ultimately breathe there is no cure als
is a death sentence when death is a constant companion sitting too closely beside you at the dinner table coloring your thoughts and feelings and words your outlook on life is utterly transformed the
perspective and insights offered in we know how this ends reveal this daily reality and inspire a way forward for anyone who has suffered major loss and for anyone who surely will rather than
wallowing in sadness and bitterness anger and denial kramer accepted the crushing diagnosis the educator and musician recognized that if he wanted a meaningful life then embracing his imminent death was
his only viable option his decision was the foundation for profound personal reflection and growth even as his body weakened and inspired him to share the lessons he was learning from als about how to
live as fully as possible even in the midst of devastating grief at the time kramer was diagnosed broadcast journalist cathy wurzer was struggling with her own losses especially her father s slow
descent into the bewildering world of dementia mutual friends put this unlikely pair journalist and educator together and the serendipitous result has been a series of remarkable broadcast
conversations a deep friendship and now this book written with wisdom genuine humor and down to earth observations we know how this ends is far more than a memoir it is a dignified courageous and
unflinching look at how acceptance of loss and inevitable death can lead us all to a more meaningful and fulfilling life

The Tale of an ALS Reversal

2021-12-03

a collection of invited papers from a muscular dystrophy association sponsored symposium which highlight findings and theories on the molecular genetics of these diseases assess concepts on immune
mediated motor neuron destruction and examine the pathogenesis of motor neuron disease

Cured

2020-03-19

We Know How This Ends

2015-04-01

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis and Other Motor Neuron Diseases

1991
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